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Professor Christopher Brook
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MATHEMATICS
App: Photomath 

Available in the Apple and Android

for free this app is an excellent tool

to support mathematics education.

The app uses the device camera to

capture and solve mathematical

problems from the very simple

through to advanced algorithms and

graphs.

The app provides the solution and the

step by step calculations required. An

excellent tool for skill checking,

answer checking, homework support

and reinforcing mathematical

process.

App: My Script Calculator 

Available for Apple and Android at a

cost of $4.49.

This app converts a tablet screen into

a digital piece of paper - simply

write an equation and the app will

provide the solution. 

Accurate and useful for classroom

mathematics.
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DEAR TEACHERS,

With over seven million apps and countless

other technologies available to support

learning and teaching the problem isn’t the

availability of the technology the problem is

finding the right technology.

This newsletter is intended to assist

teachers in their use of instructional

technologies in the classroom. Each edition

will highlight a few contemporary

technologies and how they might be used

in the classroom.

Teachers are welcome, but not obliged, to

contribute their ideas to support a

community of learners. The overall goal is to

support the learning of children.

REMEMBER:

Teachers make the

difference not the

technology

www.peccs.net



MATHEMATICS
App: Day One 

Available for Apple and Android with a

lite version free.

This App is a quality journaling tool with

professional features that are easy to

use and empower students to develop

quality journal entries.

A useful tool for teachers who

incorporate journaling into their

classroom language program.

App: AudioNote

Available on Apple and Android this

app is an excellent tool for note taking

and audio recording.

An excellent tool for teachers who

incorporate interview techniques in

their teaching. With this app students

can take notes which are automatically

synchronised with the audio being

recorded at the same time.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Samson

ALifeAR 

Available on Apple and Android currently

at no charge.

Create your own augmented reality

experiences to support learning. A very

simple and easy to use contemporary tool

that has many practical applications.

AirMeasure: 

Available on Apple and Android.

An augmented reality measuring tape with

multiple functions including linear

measures, room dimensions, buildings and

laser levels.

A useful tool to support linear

measurement in the classroom.

Augmented reality
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